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The Australian Automotive Aftermar ket Association (AAAA) represents over 1800 companies
nationally that are engaged in the manufacture and distribution of automotive aftermarket
parts, accessories, workshop tools and equipment in a sector that turns over $11 billion per
annum, exports $800 million worth of product and employs over 40 000 Australians.

Our

links to our colleagues in international markets are extensi ve. We have visited and hosted
our collegiate associations from Asia and Europe and we enjoy a highly productive and
intensive exchange of ideas and support from the American

Specialty Equipment Market

Association ( SEMA) and the AutoCare Association . We travel extensively throughout the
US, Asia and Europe attending and facilitating trade mis sions and we regularly receive market
intelligence that we share with our exporters and aftermarket product development
community.
AAAA members manufacture, distribute and fit moto r vehicle components that:



Last the life of the vehicle or are replaced irregularly during the life of the
vehicle, usually as the result of a crash or a major mechanical failure – e.g. seats,
instrument panels, engines, and transmission; or



Are replaced regularly throughout the life of the vehicle because of normal wear
and tear – e.g. filters, tyres, wiper blades, spark plugs, bulbs, batteries and brake
pads.



Are manufactured and distributed to maintain or enhance the appearance and
performance of vehicles, including accessories, safety, comfort, appearance,
entertainment and information, functional performance, bo dy components, tools
and equipment, mechanical, lubricants, additives and chemicals.

The economic contribution of the automotive aftermarket is significant .

The market is

growing due to the increase in the motor vehicle stock in Australia. There are 17.6 million
motor vehicles serviced by aftermarket component producers and the number of registered
vehicles is increasing by 2.5% annually, the average age of all vehicles registered in Australia
is over 10 years. The Australian automotive aftermarket has e arned an enviable reputation
internationally as a supplier of world-class innovative automotive products and Australian
manufacturers are known for their flexibility and ability to supply high quality product often
in niche volumes in a timely and consiste nt manner.
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Approximately 260 AAAA member companies manufacture product locally with around 65%
of these companies (170) actively exporting. Automotive aftermarket manufacturing
represents 36% of all automotive manufacturing in Australia - that’s $5.2 billion per annum.
And the aftermarket manufacturing sector alone employs 21,000 people directly and exports
$800 million per year of locally manufactured product. The aftermarket segment continues
to show strong year-on-year growth.
Not only is the aftermarket segment significant in terms of its size, but it has totally different
drivers compared to the Passenger Motor Vehicle Original Equipment (PMV OE) segment.
While some aftermarket manufacturers also supply OE compon ents for fitment to Australian
made or imported vehicles, the majority of product (85%) is sold to customers external to the
car companies and their franchised dealer networks. Customers include wholesalers,
retailers, resellers and end-users. Aftermarket products include replacement parts,
accessories, vehicle modification and performance enhancement products and workshop
tools and equipment. Many aftermarket manufacturers are expanding through high
technology innovation with exports to Asia, Europe, Middl e East and the USA.
The global demand for specialty components is growing in line with higher SUV sales and the
ageing of the population is supporting demand for specialised vehicle retrofit components.
The rise of global platforms, while representing a t hreat to local OE component producers, is
generating opportunities for the development of accessories and modification products, first
developed for local use and then exported. The Australian aftermarket has also been
successful in branching out into non-automotive industry sectors, such as rail, defence,
mining, marine and industrial, creating further opportunities for volume growth through
diversification.
In the face of strong import penetration, our industry’s response has been to move up the
value chain - from service parts to high-value specialty products with a technological
advantage such as 4WD, high performance and motorsport components. These products are
purchased on innovation, performance and features rather than on price. This competition
has created an aftermarket segment that has the right pre -conditions to be a globally
competitive sector. These businesses have been successful because they have made
significant investments in R&D and capital equipment and have a strong export focus.
If the full growth potential of the aftermarket manufacturing segment is realised, it can
absorb some of the excess capacity, skills and knowledge that become available as the
shutdown of the Australian domestic passenger vehicle sector plays out. In fact, the
performance of both the PMV OE component and the aftermarket sector can be
simultaneously enhanced through a holistic approach to policy setting which embraces both
segments. There is a great deal of synergy in labour skills between PMV OE and aftermarket
employees and it is quite realistic to assume that a growing and sustainable part of the
industry can assist in absorbing some excess labour. Indeed, it has a greater capacity to do
so than other industries such as mining and construction. If we want this to occur we need
the aftermarket to reach full capacity, and it cannot do so without specific government policy
and programs designed to foster growth.
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We could do so much more.
We design, develop and export aftermarket products to most parts of the world,
leveraging our unique abilities in off-road and performance modification.
There are some very real and effective options for government to build upon th is vibrant,
sustainable automotive segment whilst mitigating the fallout from the closure of
Australia’s three remaining car manufacturers.
Stuart Charity,
AAAA Executive Director

The purpose of this submission is to provide options for the future . A summary of our
position on where we are today and a vision for the future is as follows:
1. We do not support simply turning off the Automotive Transformation Scheme
(ATS) – that currently provides funding to the tier one PMV (passenger motor
vehicle) manufacturers and suppliers. We accept, and we can see logic in the
view that there are difficult times ahead, and that the companies that have not
yet ‘transitioned’ may not do so in the future. However, we cannot support the
immediate cuts to ATS. Despite our arguments in this document that there has
been an over-emphasis on the PMV segment, we would argue that every effort
should be made to genuinely support tier one suppliers to restructure and to
support the employees of the companies that will inevitably exit the market.
2. Any effort to design a ‘softer’ landing however, should not come at th e expense
of leadership and vision. There can be no confusion here, we are all aware that a
softer landing is a mitigation strategy - it is not a vision for the future.
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Before we can collectively imagine a future in which Australians continue to design,
manufacture and export automotive products we have to finally and conclusively step
away from the myth that the
Figure 1: The PMV
Supply Pyramid
automotive
manufacturing
industry and the PMV supply
pyramid are one in the same: they
Passenger
are not.
We are now living with the
consequences of this narrow
thinking that has been in place
since the Button Car Plan. This
model is based on flawed theory
that
the
entire
automotive
manufacturing industry can be
captured in one neat pyramid and
this theory is accompanied by the
myth that if we feed the top layer
– the benefits will ‘trickle down’ to
the other layers.

Vehicle
Manufacturers

Tier One PMV Suppliers

It’s difficult to find this ‘trickle
Tier Two
down’ pyramid in the industry
development strategies of other
automotive producing countries. Most other developed nations do not use this diagram
to describe their local automotive industry sector, because to do so is to describe only a
proportion of the industry. The prerequisite for the pyramid industry paradigm is an
unhesitating faith in the economic benevolence of the global car companies. Despite
decades of support, these global entities repeatedly demonstrate little loyalty to their
local hosts, often threatening departure if the conditions are not generous enough.
Whist the industry strategies of our trading partners make mention of the
interdependence between passenger vehicle manufacturers and their suppliers, we are
not aware of any other jurisdiction that uses this pyramid as the sole foundation for
automotive industry policy and industry support. Below is the Federal Government’s
description of the Australian automotive manufacturing industry. This is not a description
of a government program, this is the primary definition of Australia’s automotive
manufacturing industry by the Australian Government: The industry is defined by the
current ATS eligibility and not the nature of the goods that are produced. Therefore,
companies that manufacture automotive parts that are not supplied directly to the PMV
segment are not considered to be automotive manufacturing companies.

Figure 2: Source Australian Government: Automotive Industry definition 3 February 2015 http://www.industry.gov.au/Industry/IndustrySectors/Auto motive/Pages/default.aspx
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Our trading partners do not use this narrow definition precisely because there are good
returns for supporting the full breadth of the industry including the automotive
aftermarket and niche producers. In spite of the Australian Government definition, we
should be very clear – AAAA members produce automotive components, often the same
components as the tier one PMV suppliers. But these Australian made and exported parts
are not manufactured to be sold to the PMV segment. This i s the only reason that
aftermarket products are not registered for the Automotive Transformation Scheme – our
products have a different customer. Our member companies, operating outside of the
PMV supply chain, are often locally owned, highly agile, R&D intensive and trade exposed.
We may not be eligible to register for the ATS, but we clearly design, manufacture and
export automotive parts.
When we examine the industry strategies of the countries that we visit, their definition of
the industry encompasses so much more. The UK Government defines the industry
broadly including all of the vehicle manufacturers: buses, trucks, motor sport, motorcycles
and agriculture are all equally embraced for their strategic value.

Over time, the continued narrowing of automotive industry policy has cost the Australian
community.
The cost is the missed opportunities to build upon the breadth and
complexity of automotive production: agriculture, mining vehicles, truck, bus, recreational
vehicles, motorised personal vehicles, aftermarket, parts and accessories, performance
enhancement, performance modification, aftermarket safety components, 4WD
components and special purpose vehicles.
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With the right policy settings and industry programs, we could do so much more. We
could build and sustain a viable, sophisticated industry of well-designed and elaborately
transformed manufactured goods. We design, develop and export aftermarket products
to most parts of the world, leveraging our unique abilities for off-road and performance
modification. There are some very real and effective options for government to build
upon the profitable automotive segments whilst easing the demise of passenger motor
vehicle manufacturing.
To this end we have previously provided many recommendatio ns on industry initiatives
that speak to this Review’s terms of reference. The outcome of the Review should be
policy and program settings that build on proven and successful industry development
models and more importantly, build on what we already do we ll.
In this document we include bold and visionary initiatives that could and should be
explored as foundations for the Australian automotive manufacturing industry of the
future.
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It is important to state at the outset that we were very disappointed to learn
of the Ford, Toyota and Holden decisions to cease manufacturing in
Australia. We did however, anticipate this move, and in our submission to the Productivity
Commission we stated our position which is that ‘whether Ford, Holden and Toyota
maintain PMV production in Australia or not, current and projected PMV volumes simply
can’t support a sustainable view of the PMV supply chain, acting in isolation, any longer’ .
We felt then, as we do now, that if we are able to take a step back from traditional public
sector views of what is considered to be the “automotive industry” and view the whole
automotive manufacturing sector, we can develop policy and programs that facilitate a
transition to a sustainable industry with ongoing growth prospect s.
As the Productivity Commission concluded in their key findings, the automotive
aftermarket is sustainable and is a significant part of the total automotive industry.
Automotive aftermarket manufacturing represents 36% of all automotive manufacturing
in Australia. After the withdrawal of vehicle production this percentage will increase.
If the Government’s automotive policy settings were more effectively structured around
the future role that the aftermarket industry can play in the automotive sector’s longterm future, then this industry could be worth some $6.56 billion today rather than its
current estimated value at around $5.2 billion. Gap modelling shows a realignment of
public policy support could enable the aftermarket to achieve greater potenti al and be
more effective at absorbing displaced PMV resources. The aftermarket and specialist
producer segment can play a constructive role in bringing about the structural adjustment
process the government is seeking for the Australian automotive industr y.
A re-orientated incentive structure for the entire automotive manufacturing sector could
position the aftermarket for growth, so that the resources of the PMV segment can flow
into a more sustainable and growing aftermarket segment.
The initiative to commence this Senate Inquiry is an opportunity to start a conversation
about re-orientating current PMV assistance to embrace the aftermarket with programs
and policy to assist these companies to introduce new products to market (innovation &
commercialisation) and in enhanced export market development support.
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There should be a rewrite of automotive industry policy with an exploration of all of the
non-PMV opportunities. A review of the submissions to the Productivity Commission
reveals a similar pattern:
1. PMV manufacturers and PMV suppliers argue for continued (and enhanced) PMV
support.
2. Non PMV automotive manufacturing argue that their sectors are resilient and
profitable and have never received assistance.
One could easily argue that if the non-PMV sector is managing without assistance why
make representation to government about the failure to acknowledge or support our
industries?
There are three reasons for our ongoing interest, none of which are the result of a ‘me
too’ philosophy.
Firstly, we have an interest because all non-PMV automotive sectors are aware that given
the current environment, transition funds are likely to be re-orientated to assist Tier One
PMV companies to ‘diversify’. There is a genuine concern from our members , and other
sectors of the automotive industry, that an easy (but ineffective) option is to simply pay
the PMV producers to diversify into our segments. This would be the ultimate insult. To
replace the dominant paradigm of a narrow focus on PMV with a program of funding these
companies to compete against us is unfair, anticompetitive, unwise and insulting.
Secondly, giving funds to PMV OE component producers to compete in our segments is
highly unwise because whilst the products may indeed be the same, the aftermarket
business model is considerably different: different customers, product life cycle, need to
cater for model variations, and distribution methods. Put simply the market structure and
the business drivers for the aftermarket create significant points of difference. The
aftermarket thrives on niche markets. We are very quick to market. Indeed, each time a
new vehicle model or a new model variant is introduced, our members are preparing
engineers and tooling divisions to design a product solution. Branding is more important
in the aftermarket than in the supply of parts to the passenger motor vehicle producers,
and so too is the requirement for a detailed understanding of the geographic and
demographic drivers. The markets for wholesale, retail, DIY (do it yourself) and DIFM (do
it for me) are very different and distribution channels, product training and installation
instructions are finely crafted and tailored for each niche customer group.
We would argue that the skills in production can overlap and hence our conclusions that
an expanded aftermarket could assist in the absorption of excess capital and labour from
the PMV sector. But the strategy should be focussed on supporting the existing
aftermarket to grow. It would be unwise and unfair to use Australian tax-payers funds to
encourage non-aftermarket companies to compete against us.
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A further reason for our interest in this Senate Review is to a desire to participate in this
discussion and to contribute constructive ideas that could actually make a difference. A
trend that we noted during the post-withdrawal announcement period was the use of
government transition funds for non-automotive industries. In Victoria, we were very
concerned to see millions of dollars allocated to non -automotive companies because of
the false belief that ‘auto is dead’ and there was clearly a government decision to provide
the incentives to non-automotive capital projects. In mid to late 2014, there appeared to
be an unwritten policy that funds should be provided to food processing and tourism as a
more effective method to soften the economic blow.
We doubt that any of these funds will mitigate the forthcoming employment loss and of
concern to our industry is that poor use of government investment funds is another wasted
opportunity. We still have an automotive industry in Australia, and in the future our
industry will continue to require investment, skills and technology. Our prospects of
accessing opportunities for growth are diminished when the government responds to the
Ford closure by providing capital grants to food companies.
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If we are to provide opportunities for growth we are of the view that there are
visionary and innovative options and strategies that could be considered.

If we are to explore options for growth in the non -PMV sector we need better data. It is
difficult to gain a full appreciation of the size of the industry from available ABS data. As
we have explained in this submission, automotive products will con tinue to be produced
outside of the domestic car makers’ supply chain. However, the PMV original equipment
and the aftermarket products can be, and often are, identical and for the PMV suppliers,
their dealership and ‘private label’ aftermarket parts flow from exactly the same
production line. The difference is in the distribution. It is very difficult to disaggre gate
the parts between PMV and aftermarket and we do need better data in order to measure
the trend rates in the industry and to see if any new initiatives can produce economic and
employment growth. We need better data on the number of companies currently engaged
in this sector. We are also unsure of the size of the 4WD and the motor sport component
production segments. In the import and export data these products are classified as
automotive components providing very little usable market intelligence on the size of each
niche or segment. No doubt the niche producers of components for mining, agriculture,
recreational vehicles, bus and truck would report a similar experience.

Commission a study of the economic value of automotive aftermarket components,
motor sport technology, bus, truck, mining, recreational vehicles and defence land
transport manufacturing.
We are of the view that an independent study of local production and Australia’s export
and import data for non PMV components and aftermarket production should be
undertaken to assist the process of intelligent program and industry policy formulation.
An external study should be funded that has an emphasis on data analysis of all automotive
segments that are not dependent upon the local car producers. Most of our information
is anecdotal and we need external and qualified data on all of the segments in order to
understand each niche producer to evaluate their current and future potential for growth.
It is recommended that the Senate Standing Committee on Economics commission a study
on the economic value of the automotive aftermarket, motor sport technology, bus, truck,
mining, recreational vehicles and defence land transport manufacturing.
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The challenge for all aftermarket producers is to design, develop, manufacture and
distribute high quality components that meet local and international design specifications.
Compliance with design specification and compatibility with PMV systems requires access
to the latest vehicles and test equipment and this can represent a significant cost and
logistics barrier to small, agile and innovative companies.
Located at the Specialty Equipment Market
Association (SEMA) headquarters near Los Angeles,
the SEMA Garage gives members from across the USA
access to the high-tech tools and equipment that are
required to take products from initial concept through
to product launch. The SEMA Garage houses nearly $2
million of equipment, including two vehicle lifts, a
portable coordinate measuring machine (CMM) for 3D
scanning, a 3D printer for fast prototyping, digital race
car scales for vehicle weight measurements and a
dynamometer for power output measurements.
The facility also features a fully certified aftermarket -part certification lab to provide the
required certification for companies planning to sell aftermarket powertrain parts into the
US market. The temperature-controlled test cell simulates weather conditions ranging
from winter in the mountains to summer in the desert. Testing meets all US federal
Environmental Protection Agency and California Air Resour ces Boards (CARB) standards
with capabilities that include emissions, fuel economy, acceleration, brake stopping
distance, interior/exterior noise levels and handling.
A real vision for the future of the Australian Automotive industry is to build upon wha t we
do well. The aftermarket is R&D intensive and is quick to market. An Australian format
‘Automotive Aftermarket Lab’ would be a meaningful contribution to expanding our
industry and supporting the maintenance and growth of automotive engineering and R &D.
The facility could expand our work in off-road, rough terrain and ensure that products
designed for export markets are fully tested for international standards.
The availability of the latest vehicle models can significantly reduce the product
development costs and reduce the time to market. The Australian market is particularly
diverse with 66 vehicle brands on our roads and the availability of testing equipment is
equally important for domestic and international markets.
A facility such as the SEMA Garage can also provide opportunities for testing of
aftermarket products to ensure regulatory and design compliance. There is a level of
regulatory ambiguity in Australia for aftermarket products used in minor vehicle
modifications, particularly vehicle lift and other safety modifications. Ironically, these
modifications result in a safer vehicle that is fit for purpose because the global platform
car requires modification to meet local conditions. However, without testing facilities the
effect of modifications on vehicle safety and handling systems can be difficult to quantify .
As an industry association we recently contracted a US based company to conduct tests
on 5 different platforms to test the effect of modifications on the Electronic Stability
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Control systems. We contracted a US testing facility because we do not have such facilities
in Australia. It is disappointing that most testing of Australian components occurs in the
US and Europe.

Figure 3 The SEMA Garage provides aftermarket companies with a reliable and affordable way to
develop and test products, helping them to get their products to market quicker

Establishing testing and prototyping facilities in Australia could make a significant
difference to our industry. It is worth noting that we are very close to our colleagues at
SEMA and we have visited the SEMA Garage to review the facilities and discuss the use of
the Garage’s service range by the industry . Should the members of the Review be
interested in examining this facility for themselves, it would be our pleasure to facilitate
such a visit.

Fund a feasibility study, and formulate the business model to fund the establishment of
an Australian Automotive Aftermarket Lab.
There are options for advancing an investigation into this initiative and we would be
pleased to discuss these options with the Committee. An exploratory visit may be the best
way to progress this proposal. If there appeared to be a level of interest, a preliminary
business case could be prepared utilising our good relationship with SEMA.
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The options for consideration are likely to be in relation to depth and breadth: The facility
can include multiple testing options including noise and emissions or the service offerings
can be limited to product development. In our experience of working with the SEMA
Garage, costs can be recovered from industry after an initial establishment time. For
example, each purchased vehicle is sold after the examination time period has passed and
the test facilities are open for industry bookings on a commercial rate. Our only
reservation about this discussion is our strongly held view that the SEMA Garage works
because it is an industry-led and industry-managed facility. We do not see this Lab forming
a part of an existing PMV CRC nor would it be appropriate as a TAFE facility. The industry
auspice ensures commercial viability and it also provides for commercial in confidence
considerations.

The Australian love of motor sport is well understood and recently documented by the
Confederation of Australian Motor Sport. In 2013 CAMS commissioned an independent
report into the economic impact of motor sport in Australia 1.
Motor sport is a significant generator of economic activity, of stimulus to the economy,
and as an employer and creator of jobs. The benefits of our national motor sport
enthusiasm are generally measured in tourism and hospitality e conomic returns. There is
less understanding amongst policy makers of our complementary ability to produce
performance enhancement and motor racing components and technology. The evaluation
of motor sport as an event and the evaluation of motor sport as a manufacturing industry
are generally separate conversations. And yet, there is clear evidence that leveraging our
love of motor sport to promote innovation, manufacturing and engineering professions
would be an efficient use of our economic resources. M arrying the two sectors – and using
each to promote the other is a good method of leveraging what we love and what we do
well.
The UK is likely to be the best example of a
coordinated industry strategy designed to leverage
motor sport and performance racing manufacturing
and technology. In the UK, there is a considerable link
between motor sport innovation and the transference
of this technology to passenger vehicles, defence and
aerospace. In addition to lightweight materials and
engineering the most well-known of these
Figure 4:
Mechanical bolt-on KERS
technologies is KERS: Kinetic Energy Recovery System
hybrid for buses offers 30% fuel saving
technology.

1

THE ECONOMIC CONTRIBUTION OF THE AUSTRALIAN MOTOR SPORT INDUSTRY : This CAMS study,
by multinational professional services firm Ernst & Young, highligh ts the importance of the motor
sport industry to Australia, by estimating the economic contribution, value add and employment
of the industry in 2013. This study also estimates other key measures, such as the number of
participants, clubs and venues across Australia.
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Kinetic-energy recovery systems first gained widespread attention in Formula 1, as teams
like McLaren and Ferrari experimented with KERS. A mechanical kinetic energy recovery
system is smaller and lighter than a petrol-electric hybrid system, and in real-world
conditions it reduces fuel consumption by a similar percentage to a hybrid. This
technology is migrating to passenger vehicles and buses (see below).

26/11/2014
Automotive industry leaders select Flybrid® affordable hybridisation technology as this year’s
winning ‘UK innovation with the potential to make a difference’.
The 2014 SMMT Award for Automotive Innovation has been won by Torotrak plc (LSE: TRK) for i ts
Flybrid mechanical flywheel hybrid system. The award, supported by GKN and The Times,
recognises UK-developed automotive technologies that have ‘the potential to leave a lasting
impression on the whole automotive industry for years to come.’
“It was fantastic to see such a superb calibre of entrants in this year’s Award,” says SMMT Chief
Executive and member of the judging panel, Mike Hawes. “The UK is one of the world’s leaders in
automotive engineering and R&D, a fact epitomised by Torotrak’s Flybrid KERS,” he adds. “Not only
a genuinely innovative concept, it is also in an advanced stage of development with huge potential
to influence the wider automotive sector.”
Torotrak’s Award focuses on the application of its mechanical hybrid technology to urba n buses
and commercial vehicles. The system captures kinetic energy as the bus slows down and transfers
it to a flywheel that spins at up to 60,000 rpm. The energy flow is reversed during acceleration, to
reduce load on the diesel engine; saving fuel and r educing emissions. The technology is purely
mechanical, with no costly high-voltage batteries and without the inefficiency of converting energy
from mechanical / kinetic to electrical and back. Because it is completely mechanical, the flywheel
system also provides full depth of discharge throughout the vehicle’s life, and has only basic
servicing requirements, similar to the main drive transmission. This helps to offer a low cost of
ownership, and also maintain the vehicle’s residual value.
“Our system will be around one quarter the cost of a conventional battery electric hybrid as well
as substantially smaller and around a quarter the weight,” says Torotrak chief executive officer
Jeremy Deering. “Third party validated test results have been achieved with a thoroughly modern,
light-weight, high efficiency vehicle from Wrightbus, indicating on -going opportunities to provide
the sector with a low-cost route to reduced emissions and substantially lower operating costs.”
“Winning such a prestigious award shows t hat there is real faith in the commercial potential of our
purely-mechanical hybridisation system for heavy vehicle applications, and that by making
hybridisation more accessible and affordable, we can make a real impact on fleet emissions and
running costs,” continued Deering. “We hope that this will raise awareness of our technology, and
help us expand our reach more firmly into international markets.”
http://www.torotrak.com/news/2014/11/torotrak-win-smmt-award/

We have home-grown Australian manufacturers that are also at the forefront of motor
sport technology. The AAAA Performance Racing and Tuning Council (PRTC) has a number
of members that rank highly in the global industry for motor sport technology and
innovation including Turbosmart NSW.
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The UK does have an advantage in this market: A significant number of European F1 Teams
are based in the UK. However, we have a significant advantage in our region because we
have an historical record of racing teams, drivers and crew. Our technology also has a
world class reputation, but we undersell this in Australia. This is an automotive segment
that is not PMV dependent and could be an effective base from which to build a physical
and virtual cluster. An exploratory visit to Silve rstone Park in the UK may be a good use
of time and effort to explore what could be done if we had the funds and the imagination
– we already have the experience, the skill and the desire. The UK government values this
segment and has undertaken a number of studies to understand the economic
contribution and direct/indirecet benefits:
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Australia has a significant record in the design, engineering and manufacture of
Performance Racing and Motor Sport technologies and components, and yet we have not
focussed our efforts on this sector due to an over -emphasis on the (now departing) car
makers. We also need to better understand how to leverage motor spor t into motor sport
manufacturing. It is recommended that as a first step that there should be an exploratory
tour to Silverstone Park to be undertaken with multiple industry, industry association and
government/Senate representatives. The economic study recommended earlier in this
document should also seek to fully understand the breadth and depth of this segment of
the automotive industry.
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The argument that the car industry does not have a future and therefore there is no reas on
to continue formal automotive structural adjustment ignores the economic loss that will
occur in any restructure process. Labo ur and capital will not flow smoothly to other
productive areas of the economy without significant loss and assets and capital will be
stranded during the adjustment process. A realignment of program support could enable
the aftermarket to be more effective at absorbing displaced OE resources. A re -orientated
incentive structure for the entire automotive manufacturing sector will , on the one hand,
encourage diversification by the OE segment into the aftermarket, and on the other hand,
position the aftermarket for growth, so that the resources of the OE segment can flow
more easily into the sustainable and growing aftermarket segment.
It is time to start a genuine conversation about expanding the eligibility and the focus of
automotive assistance to embrace the aftermarket, specifically in the areas of bringing
new products to market (innovation and commercialisation) and in export market access.
It is very important that we reiterate that we are not asking for support of an industry
that does not have a future.

The setting of industry policy for the automotive industry is one of the few areas o f public
policy which has had a consistent theme sustained by successive governments over a
period of decades. In the mid-1980s tariffs on imported vehicles and PMV OE components
were set at 57.5%. Over the ensuing decades, tariffs have been gradually red uced to a
point where the average tariff now rests at 3.5%.
As quid-pro-quo for opening up Australia’s borders to ever increasing import penetration,
the Australian passenger motor vehicle manufacturers and their OE supply base have been
receiving various kinds of “transitional assistance”. The more notable forms of assistance
include the Duty Free By-law (DFA); the Export Facilitation Scheme (EFS); The Automotive
and Competitiveness Scheme (ACIS) and since 2011, the Automotive Transformation
Scheme (ATS).
What is now clear is that the trends towards global platforms, global engineering centres
and regional purchasing has meant that the Australian landscape can no longer sustain
global platform passenger vehicle production. Hence, a central premise about t he
intended end-point for this three decade-long policy process is in serious doubt and it is
now time for government policy to break with the past and re -define the intended
transitional end game for the Australian PMV/OE supply chain.
Now that policy makers can see that the expected and intended end point for the industry
will most likely not be reached (i.e. an auto supply chain that can be sustained by domestic
and export volumes), it is time to look at the automotive industry in a far br oader sense
than has traditionally been the case to pave the way for a transition by the industry to
deliver a sustainable future.
In short, the aftermarket and PMV OE sectors, if considered together in the policy making
process, can leverage their respective capabilities and performance potential.
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On the one hand the aftermarket has made progress in accessing growing speciality
component markets, both domestically and globally, as well as being successful in
accessing new non-automotive markets such as rail, mining, defence and marine. It is
poised to act as a catalyst for diversification for the wider automotive industry, but will
need to grow and improve efficiency and innovation to realise full potential. While on the
other hand the PMV OE segment which needs urgent access to diversification
opportunities, can provide the much needed workforce skills, R&D capability, intellectual
property, quality systems and knowledge of OEM product development and validation
process, to help the aftermarket segment to overcome sup ply side constraints. Clearly
then, policy settings which seek to maximise these synergies between the two sectors will
produce win-win outcomes for the sustainability of the sector as a whole, and minimise
the displacement of the workforce and other reso urces within the industry.
Even though the aftermarket segment has reasonable profitability our industry is still
critically aware of the need to further improve productivity, to invest in capital deepening,
plant and equipment and to continue to innovate and undertake research and
development to push production further up the value chain.
The centrepiece scheme to support investment and innovation of the PMV OE supply chain
is the ATS. The Automotive Transformation Scheme is currently undersubscribed relative
to its annual budget and with continuing reductions in volumes this trend is set to
continue. As a result, there is government intent to shorten the life of this scheme and
remove funding from the ATS budget. However, given what we know of the breadth of
this industry there is scope to maintain funding at the current levels and open up the
program to other automotive component producers without necessarily disadvantaging
the amount of funding available to existing program beneficiaries.

That as an aid to the structural adjustment imperative facing the industry, the Automotive
Transformation Scheme be extended to include aftermarket component producers, to
assist this sector to grow and innovate at a more rapid pace, thereby im proving its capacity
to absorb displaced resources from the OE supply chain.

There are commentators including the Productivity Commis sion that would argue that the
automotive aftermarket can access existing government programs such as EMDG (Export
Market Development Grants) for market access. The EMDG does offer very good support
but the scheme has both a cap on the amount to be claimed, and a sunset period after
which no claims can be made.
Export Market Development Grants have been a useful scheme for AAAA members. These
grants provide an opportunity to recover up to 50% of the cost of export promotional
costs, which provides a crucial offset to the cost of establishing new offshore markets.
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The Export Market Development Grants (EMDG)
scheme is a key Australian Government financial
assistance program for aspiring and current
exporters. Administered by Austrade, the scheme
supports a wide range of industry sectors and
products, including inbound tourism and the export of
intellectual property and know-how outside Australia.

The EMDG scheme:



encourages small and medium sized
Australian businesses to develop export
markets



reimburses up to 50% of eligible exp ort
promotion expenses above $5,000 provided
that the total expenses are at least $15,000



provides up to eight (8) grants to
each eligible applicant.

EMDG
has
been
extensively
patronised and highly valued by many
of our members, however, most of
our manufacturing members are
experienced exporters and as a result
are no longer eligible to claim.
In our view expanding the EMDG, an
existing well designed program, for
priority sector recipients (such as the
non-PMV automotive sector) could
have real and measurable results.
The current limit on the number of
claims (6 claims for established
markets and 8 claims for nonestablished markets) could be
modified to allow a further round of
up to 8 claims to specifically increase
international
exposure
for
aftermarket
and
performance
enhancement manufacturers.

It is recommended that as an addition to investing in automotive specific programs such
as ATS, expansion of the current EMDG scheme by altering the thresholds for automotive
producers would specifically address our manufacturing companies that have exhausted
the number of allowable claims, and allow them to be re-eligible for assistance to expand
into new export markets.
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This is the beginning of a dialogue and we would be pleased to meet with Senate Standing
Committee members at the Melbourne Public Hearing to discuss these ideas in more
detail. In the motor sport/performance racing industry there is already a high level of
agreement and it would interesting to flesh out some fresh ideas in either a formal or an
informal setting. We would also be pleased to assist and facilitate the Committee if the
Senators could see value in meeting with any of our member companies, or visiting any
manufacturing or R&D facilities.

We are grateful for the opportunity to respond and we look forward to ongoing discussions
with you.
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